Key Benefits for Fish Farms &/or Hatcheries
provided by SOAR (SO) Technology
The Ionizer raises the dissolved oxygen ( DO ) to a very high rate which provides the
Benefits. The fact that the DO is in the form of superoxide (SO) is even better.
Aquatic organisms in high DO environments grow faster and to bigger sizes. They are
much healthier because anaerobic diseases are killed by the SO. Antibiotics can be totally
eliminated, which means that the fish product can be considered organic. Let’s recap a
couple of Benefits provided here:
• Faster growing and healthier (organic) fish in a Fish Farm allows the owner to sell
significantly more higher quality fish in the same time frame = more profits.
• Faster growing and healthier fish in a Hatchery allows the Hatchery to significantly
plant more fish into more water bodies in the same period of time = huge cost
saving and happier fisherman.
Fish Farms and Hatchery’s face the major issue with a high concentration of fish in a
constricted area of producing more waste than the environment can handle. The SO
produced by the Ionizer eliminates that issue. Fish waste is an organic substance which
means it is built around a carbon(s) molecule and that is exactly the type that SO
remediates. The Ionizer’s SOAR Technology addresses the fish waste in the following two
ways:
• First, SO will directly attack the carbon molecule(s) in the waste and remove it. This
action will cause the rest of the components of the waste to separate into individual
parts like nitrogen gas, oxygen, and hydrogen. These elements will be recycled into
the environment and used by other aquatic life.
• Second, the high oxygen content of the water caused by the SO provides a boost
to the aerobic bacteria in the water column and the sediment. This good bacteria
“consumes” the waste.
• The above described process is not much different from your wastewater treatment
plant process. These facilities utilize high DO environments to process human waste
by blowing atmospheric air into the water containing human wastes. The difference
is that the Ionizer can operate in the ocean or water body setting at a much higher
rate because it uses SO.
See the next page for the Case Study on the Fish Hatchery.
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